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Our replies are in blue colour 

 

Client Comments:  On more thing, the only problem is look ok on a pc but on a tablet or phone it 

makes the dimensions at ratio of the page look horrible and the white boxes around the social media 

icons looks amateur. I will send a screen shot 

The pink section is too thick the phone number and social media icons need to be on the same line and 

at opposite sides of the page like you did for the desktop site at the moment the phone number out 

shines the logo because is is bigger and bolder and we want our customers to book through the site 

rather than call us so it's not a good idea that the phone number is the first thing they see. thanks 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Our Response:   We did saw it on our iPhone and it was looking fine. Moreover we have made the 

background transparent. 

 

Thanks 

Client Comments:  Rahul I don't think you quite understood me. I asked you to take away the pink 

background and make the background transparent/white like the menu/logo background that starts 

transparent and then becomes white as you scroll down the page. I didn't say to make the whole thing 

transparent the whole way through! All you needed to to is turn the pink line to match the 

white/transparent line below. And make the text for the phone number and icons pink.  

 

Thanks 

Client Comments:  I have just checked and it now turns white, when I first looked it didn't, I apologise. 

The last thing is to make the I social media icons and phone number on the same line with the socials 

in the top left corner and the phone number in the top right corner on the phone and tablets as at the 

moment they are centralised and on top of each other creating a thick box above the menu and icon 

bar. 

Thanks 

Client Comments:  The delivery message for failed post code still hasn't been changed (see screenshot 

attached) 
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Our Response:   its done. 

Regards 

Our Response:   Hopefully complete now! Please provide us your hosting detials to move the site!! 

Client Comments:  Thank you. our hosting is with crazydomains.co.uk user name: xxxxxxxxx password : 

xxxxxxxxxx they said I had to wait 24 hours for the domain NX revords to point back to them so 13.00 

GMT will be 24 hours. thanks 

oh yes and can you send me the 3 images used for the slider as I don't have them and need them. 

thanks 

Our Response:    

 

 

 

 

Client Comments:  Thank you  

did you manage to upload the site to my domain and server? 
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Our Response:    

Are the above login details working for you ?  

 

Also is that hosting access? Let us know what is your domain name.  

 

Kindly check and confirm the login details, they are not working  

Ok I could login as account manager, before I tried web hosting login. 

Client Comments:  The domain is citylaundryclub.com. the details are working the * in ***** is 

uppercase. 

Our Response:    

Transfer process started. We will let you know soon once its transfered. Regards 

Kindly let us know the email id for admin! 

Our Response:   We need a email id which needs to be set as admin 

Client Comments:  Not sure what you mean but use ******* or if it is the email used to set up the 

account it is ********* 

 

Our Response:  

By admin id we mean the email id which will receive notifications and enquiries from contact form. 

 

Kind Regards 

Credofy Team 

Client Comments:  Ok yes so it would be ******. If you can send me the admin details for the website 

so I can start to edit the price list and add images and descriptions to the products that would be great. 

 

 

Thanks ,Thanks 

Our Response:   Here are login details:  

 

http://citylaundryclub.com 

U: xxxxxxxx 

P: xxxxxxxxx 

 

Way to dashboard http://citylaundryclub.com/wp-admin/ 

 

Kind Regards 

Credofy Team 
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